
Miniature treasure chest to give away
Instructions No. 1986
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

With homemade little treasure chests, you can make a big impression on friends and acquaintances. Use this handicraft idea as a
suggestion for your own little boxes.

You will need small matchboxes to recreate only this idea and something and Paper accessories to decorate 

Choose different motif papers. Use the matchboxes to cut the papers so that they fit into the boxes as inserts. Cover the boxes with the pretty one and glue
Paper, it in place with double-sided glue Adhesive tape 

Stamp small messages on punched out Paper and Embellishment. wrap the boxes according to your personal taste with and Jute ribbon the messages you
have made yourself. The accessories can be fixed with Handicraft glue or on both sides Adhesive tape .

Is there a special message you would like to
convey? This can be placed in the box as a small
scroll. The boxes can also be filled with small
shells from last visit to the beach, with 1 cent
pieces or other lucky symbols. Or you can use the
boxes for your money present.

We wish you a lot of fun with handicrafts and
gifts!

Article number Article name Qty
11900 Folding paper-Sortiment "By the sea" 1
543415 Stamp set "ABC & Numbers" 1
11008 Jute cord set "Shabby Blue" 1

Article information:



619318 Shells nature 1
132138 Fiskars "Professional metal cutter knife", 18 mm 1
644303-09 VBS Double page Adhesive tape9 mm 1
132442-45 VBS Cutting mat "Hobby"45 x 30 x 0,3 cm 1
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